
Overcoming SDLC 
challenges: The 
approach of offshore 
dedicated teams



Introduction

A successful product relies heavily on an effective 

software development life cycle. However, many 

organisations experience difficulties in its implementation. 

Luckily, dedicated offshore teams tackle these obstacles 

with ease! 

In this presentation, we’ll explore the primary SDLC 

challenges and how offshore teams skillfully handle them, 

leading to better software development processes and 

achievements. Let’s dive in!
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Identifying and resolving 
SDLC challenges
Recognising issues, implementing strategic measures, 

utilising dedicated offshore teams, and promoting team 

cooperation can drastically improve SDLC procedures and 

positive project outcomes. 

Here are some of the key issues 

and how to handle them.

● Poor project management 
● QA and testing difficulties
● Staying up to date
● Incorrect task assignments
● Talent shortages 



SDLC challenges

Adopt good planning, clear 

communication, and consider 

Agile/Scrum methodologies. 

Choose a team aligned with your 

approach and utilise collaborative 

tools for smooth coordination.

Poor project 
management

QA and testing 
difficulties

Partner with a quality offshore 

team to benefit from 

comprehensive test coverage, 

systematic approaches, effective bug 

tracking, and proactive 

collaboration.

Staying 
up to date 

Choose a dedicated offshore team 

that provides training on the latest 

technologies, collaborates with 

onshore counterparts, and values 

continuous learning.



SDLC challenges

Optimise teamwork and project 

outcomes by carefully allocating 

tasks among team members. 

Offshore teams can help by 

factoring in capabilities, expertise, 

and workload capacity. 

Incorrect task 
assignments 

Talent 
shortages

To build strong tech teams, develop 

a comprehensive recruitment 

strategy, establish a strong 

employer brand, offer competitive 

compensation and benefits, and 

leverage professional networks.



Offshore teams possess strong technical skills and stay on top of the 

healthcare industry's latest trends, technologies, and methods. This 

knowledge helps them provide advanced solutions and new 

approaches, which improve the implementation of SDLC.

They can aid organisations in overcoming communication and 

collaboration challenges, address talent shortages through smart hiring 

and branding efforts, and efficiently manage projects using innovative 

tools and Agile methods. 

Summing up



Thank you
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